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 Puppy 102 Review Chart 
 

REVIEW DISCUSSION HANDS ON HOMEWORK 

Introduction document sent one 
week before course  

  Puppy Raising R+ Training 
Philosophy 
FAQ on Using a Marker 
Food Reward Games 
Rewarding Calm Behavior 
Smart Use of Reinforcement for 
Calm/Settled Behavior (Ruff Notes) 
Order of Training – Ref Guide 
Introducing the Gentle Leader 
Video – Introducing the Gentle 
Leader 

1 What is a jackpot? 
Describe how to introduce Doggy 
Zen to a baby pup 
2 x method if the puppy is rough 
taking food? 
 

Order of Training – refer to it often 
but each pup is different 
Importance of gentle taking of food. 
How puppies learn with food 
rewards/marking etc. 
When we don’t want the puppy to be 
excited about food rewards (calm 
behavior) 
Secondary reinforcers  
How to intro equipment positively  

Demo and practice food delivery – 
different types of puppy accepting 
food 
While listening to discussion practice 
rewards for calm behavior 
Demo and practice verbal and 
physical praise 
Demo jacket intro 
Demo targeting GL and practice 

Ground Tether Part 1: Intro 
Video Ground Tether Part 1 
Ground Tether Part 2 
Videos Ground Tether 
Impulse Control 
Greeting Manners 
Hand Tether 
Hand Tether in Motion 
Nail Trimming 
Video Nail Trimming 

2 How would you know the pup is 
ready to progress from ground tether 
to hand tether? 
How often should you trim a 10 
week old puppy’s nails? An 8 month 
old puppy? 
Name three things the puppy must 
be accustomed to before trimming 
the pup’s nails 

Why we do tethering exercises.  
Ground tether only used initially 
Hand tether around distractions 
even later in raising 
What is impulse control 
Importance of visitors/other people’s 
behavior when teaching greeting 
 

Demo and practice ground tether 
and hand tether with pups at 
different stages.  
Make sure everyone practices nail 
trimming (covered only briefly in 
101) 

Puppy Body Handling 
Vids Part 1 & 2 
Food Induced Recall 
Vids Part 1 & 2 
Relieving and Housebreaking 
Ruff Notes Relieving Review 
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3 When working on the recall what is 
the very first thing the handler 
should do when the puppy turns 
toward the handler? 
Do we mark the behavior when 
working on the recall? 
Mark behavior when teaching 
relieving? 
 

Discuss relieving and housebreaking 
 
Discuss recall dos and don’ts 
In the yard etc when pup is free 
Talk about puppy handling, keeping 
puppy calm, appropriate use of food 
rewards. Two handlers may be 
useful 
 

Demo and practice puppy handling 
(quick review focused on introducing 
to baby puppies as covered in 101) 
Before practicing recalls with 
puppies demo and practice handling 
a long line with no dog. 
Backing up/what to do if pup goes 
by handler 
Practice with different age pups 
 

Collar Cues doc and vids 
Loose Leash Walking Guidelines 
doc and vid 
Toy Policy (quick review; covered in 
101) 
Food Containing Toys doc 
Exercise and Play doc 
Teaching Good House Behavior doc 
Teaching Settled Behavior in the 
Home 
Crate Introduction Game 
Ruff Notes Crating Issues 
Ruff Notes Settling Behavior 

4 Name 3 toys that can be left with 
puppies when they are alone 
What situations may a food-
containing toy be used? 
What are some of the reasons a 
puppy may be 
avoidant/uncomfortable with the 
crate as it gets older? 
3 behaviors that indicate a relaxed 
puppy (to be rewarded for calm 
behavior) 

Toys for baby puppies. 
Demonstrate appropriate play/tug 
game. Discuss time out in crate for 
over-arousal 
What may create “keep away” with 
toys 
Demo introduction to crate and 
discuss first nights in raiser home 
 

Demo collar cues and practice  
Review food delivery/leash handling 
stationary with dogs 
Remind how LLW begins with Hand 
Tether 
One step LLW as with intro to baby 
puppies 
Increase number of steps 

Pezzing and Luring (quick review as 
covered in 101) 
Fading the Lure Ruff Notes 
Signals for Stand, Sit and Down doc 
and vids (review covered in 101) 
Go to Bed doc and vid 
Someone’s at the Door – Ruff Notes 
Preventing Destructive Behavior 
Preventing Counter Surfing and 
Scavenging 

5 Name three methods to prevent a 
puppy from becoming inappropriate 
with visitors to the home 
What should the raiser do in the 
moment if the puppy attempts to 
scavenge in the home? (call, verbal 
interrupt, dragline) 
 

Discuss setting puppies up for 
success in the home and remind of 
types of confinement (covered in 
101) 
Remind about Emergency Lure and 
when is appropriate (covered in 101) 
Discuss the difference between 
pezzing/luring and marking/clean 
handling – when to do each 
Remind about rewarding calmness -
different from any of above 

Demo and practice pezzing and 
luring. With a trained puppy, practice 
a signal/lure then no lure (fading) on 
a known exercise 
Practice hand signals, no puppies, 
pair up, critique. Why important to 
be consistent 
Practice Go to Bed 

Paw Pad Game #1 doc and vids 
Paw Pad Game #2 doc and vids 
Dropped Food Games 1-3 
Puppy Socialization doc 
Puppy Socialization During Covd 19 
(good tips even after Covid) – Ruff 
Notes 
Ruff Notes Socialization at Home 
Edition 
Chart: Steps to a Well Socialized 
Puppy 
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6 What should first visits to stores 
look like for new puppies? 
What is a good method for getting a 
puppy comfortable on a novel 
surface? 
What age should a puppy be 
introduced to public transportation? 

Review and discuss the document 
Puppy Socialization in depth 

Demo and practice Paw Pad Games 
1 and 2 and Dropped Food Games 

Introducing Foundation Position Sit 
doc and vid 
Luring with Prompts on the Paw Pad 
vid 
Paw Pad Game #3 doc and vid 
Dog to Dog Interaction (quick 
review, covered in 101) 
Fear of Dogs and Dog Distraction – 
Ruff Notes 
Food Rewards for Countering 
Distractions – doc and vid 

7 Three behaviors that may indicate 
dog distraction? 
What are a couple of things the 
raiser can try for a puppy that is 
worried about barking dogs? 
What are two things that may help if 
the puppy is so distracted it cannot 
focus on/respond to the handler? 
Ideal reaction upon seeing other 
dogs on the street? 
 

3 Ds as apply to dog distraction 
Importance of controlling 
interactions with other dogs 
Introducing new puppies to other 
dogs appropriately 
Appropriate play in home, in yard 

Demo and practice how to introduce 
sit position (off pad) then on pad 
Demo and practice Paw Pad Game 
#3 

Introducing Foundation Position 
Down 
doc and vids 
Luring with Prompts on the Paw Pad 
vid 
Paw Pad Game #4 doc and vids 
Puppies with Sensitive 
Temperaments doc 
Building a Confident Pup with R+ 
Canine Body Language: Subtle 
Signs of Fear and Anxiety – chart 
Fearful Behavior webinar 

8 How might you handle a more 
sensitive puppy differently at club 
meetings? 
3 Behaviors that indicate fear in a 
puppy 
Describe counter conditioning 

Discuss fearful body language, 
importance of observations and 
reporting to leader/early intervention 
to help less confident puppies 

Demo and practice introducing down 
off paw pad then on 
Demo and practice Paw Pad Game 
#4 

See document Additional Self-Study 
for New Raisers 

 


